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Open letter to the EEK (Workers revolutionary party- Greece) and the left in Europe on the burning question of Greece
 
‘Spark in Greece, Turkey, fire in Paris, London, the revolution is coming!’
 
We salute the heroic masses in Greece for once again taking the revolutionary road; the eyes of the world proletariat are on you. The 11th March 2010 was arguably the biggest general strike in Greece in living memory; while the EEK leadership calls it a successful general strike, we see it as a policy of containment by the Greek Communist party and the trade union bureaucracy.
 
Never before has there been such hatred for the Greek regime, yet the policy of the trade union bureaucracy was merely to pressure the Papendreu government. The Stalinists in South Africa have a long history of diverting and containing the revolutionary action of the masses by calling 1 day stayaways and giving it the name general strike. The deliberate policy is to keep the masses away from the factories and preventing and limiting the movement of factory occupations, in other words, a deliberate policy to prevent workers power developing in the factories and thus placing obstacle in the way of a dual power developing. The few workers who might attempt an occupation of their workplace would easily be targeted by the state and repressed; further, the stayaway in the transport sector  in Greece meant that the masses were unable to move and centralize all their forces using all public transport, which could easily have been placed under workers control for the day. From the millions who could have converged in the centre of Athens only 70 000 of the hard core assembled and they, coming from different areas were easy targets for the state apparatus. It was in this context that the anarchist, Lambros Fountas, was brutally murdered by the police on the same day as the general stayaway. 
 
Thus was the policy by the Stalinists and the leadership of the GSEE and ADEDY, who deliberately stood aside from the 2008 uprising and who could no longer stand on the sidelines for fear of being exposed. Now they acted to contain the revolt of the masses.  As the EEK and the SWP leaders themselves acknowledge, even the smallest island joined the strike; but the policy of the Stalinists, the Pasok , the union bureaucracy, and sections of the left, isolated the movement. What should have been a movement to overthrow the government of Papendreu, was turned into a pressure tool for the masses to blow off steam and for the state and their fascist gangs to act against the vanguard to attempt to restore capitalist ‘stability’. 
 
The EEK programme- for the refounding of the Fourth International, or acting to contain the European socialist revolution?
When, in the EEK platform for the Euro elections in 2009, you call for the ‘overthrow of capitalist governments and their states’, you contradict yourselves now, by uncritically supporting the attempted strangulation of the revolutionary movement in Greece through the 11 march stayaway, led by the very leaders who strangled the Dec 2008 uprising. 
 
During the 11 March strike, sections of the highly reactionary police joined the demonstrations; imagine what would have happened if the masses had converged in their millions in Athens- a section of the army would definitely have come over to the side of the masses. The prospect of another ‘madagascar’ in the heart of imperialism was on the cards- the Stalinists and the bureaucracy of the unions saw this and this is why they acted to contain the action of the masses. No, Comrades of the EEK and Workers Solidarity (and of the IST), this was not a ‘successful’ general strike but one of the biggest betrayals ever in the history of Greece, if not Europe. The imperialists know that a revolutionary overthrow in Greece threatens the existence of capitalism in Europe. Sixty percent of the masses in Eastern Europe support communism and the spark in Athens will spread throughout Europe, very quickly. The only successful general strike would see the Papendreu regime overthrown, imperialism expropriated when the workers take power. This is the only way to conquer bread, jobs and a better life for all.
 
The EEK states in your Euro platform that ‘The worldwide capitalist crisis and its consequences cannot be faced within the borders of each country separately, with each country's national supplies alone.’ You stood with delegates from England, Italy, Belgium, Finland, yet your only actions are to now call workers from Turkey to speak at Greek-Turkish workers’ meetings. The point is for what purpose? To unify the working class to once more pressure the Papendreu regime? To get them to go and recite poetry in the cultural centres while the fascist gangs are afoot? Among the Turkish workers and other immigrants are the vanguard of the current strike movement, building their own unions, occupying their workplaces and establishing independent factory committees. This is a leading section of the vanguard that has seen through the bureaucracy of the GSEE and ADEDY and openly classify them as counter-revolutionary. A policy of containing the independent action of the immigrants would smother the core of the vanguard of the current strike movement. The actions of imperialism show that if we allow one immigrant to be dismissed, tomorrow, the rest of the working class will also be attacked. The time to unify our ranks is now.
 
In the immediate period after 11 March, many workers have continued the strike with occupation of their workplaces; many on the 11th March occupied their workplaces and have continued to do so; the question is how to go forward from here:
 
Central demands for the moment:
1.      Down with the government of Papendreu, agent of the imperialists; extend the factory committees to all workplaces; set up workers’ councils in all industrial areas and cities and towns and every working class neighbourhood (uniting immigrant and local workers and rank and file soldiers and poor peasants); all power to the factory committees and workers’ councils; for the immediate setting up of armed workers’ self-defence militias to defeat the fascists decisively and to defend workers and workers organizations from the fascists and the new Euro police- ( we remember Alex Grigoropoulus and Lambros Fountas);
2.      down with any cuts in wages or conditions
3.      Down with all commercial secrets; open the books of the banks
4.      expropriate the banks, without compensation to any capitalists, under workers control!
5.      equal pay for equal work across Europe
6.      all workers to be made permanent across Europe!
7.      sliding scale of hours and pay
8.      expropriate all imperialist assets and place them under workers control
9.      a call to action of the working class in the semi-colonies and colonies of the imperialists, to act to advance the demand for the expropriation of all imperialist assets under workers’ control- the regimes in the semi-colonies and colonies are mere puppets of the imperialists- such action by the masses is the essence of real international solidarity with those brutalized by the imperialists across the world. 
10. Defeat the Nato troops in Afghanistan, Iraq and Pakistan! 
11. For the reviving of the million workers marches in the USA , uniting immigrants with the rest of the working class! 
12. For the immediate extending of the occupations to all workplaces! For the unions to break with the bourgeois government, the IMF and all imperialists.  Expel the union bureaucracy from the unions! 
13. For the calling of a national congress of delegates of workers, poor peasants and soldiers to work out a plan of struggle to achieve the demands (such as a real co-ordinated political general strike)
14. For the immediate calling of a continental congress of delegates from all Europe of workers, poor peasants and soldiers to plan and co-ordinate a continental action, a political general strike. This is an immediate, central task
15. For the formation of a independent revolutionary workers’ parties in Greece and across Europe; this is the way towards refounding the Fourth International
 
Down with the reformist left and fake trotskyists who act across Europe and North America, to strangle the independent revolutionary action of the masses. 
 
To the ranks of the EEK and the rest of the vanguard in Greece, in Europe, we propose the above programme, which we will fight shoulder to shoulder with you to take to the masses. Let us not allow the spark from Athens to be put out once again. The fascist jackboot stands ready across all Europe if we do not act quickly and decisively.
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